Lucy’s Enterprises Inc. is a company that was founded with the goal of offering products that satisfy the needs required at all levels of the domestic and overseas market. It also has executives with over 20 years of experience in specialized manufacturing and logistics. With all of this at its disposal, Lucy’s can promise its valued customers will receive the quality and service they deserve.

Because our focus as a company is to always have competitive pricing and stellar service, we process selected juice concentrates with fruit from our own farms. Growing our own raw materials allows us to guarantee proper quality control and a consistent product.

At Lucy’s, innovation and product development are why our products stand out, and we work hard every day to further understand the ever-evolving market. Constant communication, flexibility, and attention to detail enable us to develop, adjust, and continuously improve products according to the customer’s needs.
LUCY'S 54% LEMON BLEND (GALLON)
UPC 8-9098500013-9

LUCY'S 100% LEMON JUICE
UPC 8-90985000900
Box with 4 Gallons (4/1) 128oz / unit
Each pallet contains 48 Boxes with 4 rows of 12 boxes
Toll 54 ¼” Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 1,768Lbs
- Large 50 ½”
- Wide 39”
- Individual Box Size 128oz.
- Tall 12 ½” Wide 12 7/8”
- Large 12 3/8” weight per box 36Lbs

UPC 8-9098500012-2

LUCY'S 54% LEMON BLEND
UPC 8-9098500091-7

LUCY'S 100% LEMON JUICE
UPC 8-9098500091-7
Box with 12 bottles (12/1) of 32 oz. / unit (flip top cap)
Each pallet contains 70 Boxes with 5 rows of 14 boxes
Toll 57 ½” Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 2,000Lbs.
- Large 46 3/4”
- Wide 41”
- Individual Box Size 32oz.
- Tall 10 ½” Wide 10 ½”
- Large 13 3/8” Weight per box 28Lb
LUCY'S 54% LEMON BLEND
UPC 8-9098500067-2

LUCY'S 100% LEMON JUICE
UPC 8-9098500093-1
Box with 12 bottles (12/1) of 16 oz. / unit (flip top cap)
Each pallet contains 138 Boxes with 6 rows of 23 boxes
Tall 55”Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 1,903Lbs.
- Large 49”
- Wide 42”
- Individual Box Size 16oz.
- Toll 10 5/8” Wide 7 .”
- Large 8 1/4”Weight per box 13.5Lb

LUCY'S LIME 60% JUICE (GALLON)
UPC 8-9098500046-7
LUCY'S LIME 100% JUICE
UPC 8-9098500094-8
Box with 4 Gallons (4/1) 128oz / unit
Each pallet contains 48 Boxes with 4 rows of 12 boxes
Toll 54 ¼”Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 1,768Lbs
- Large 50 ½”
- Wide 39”
- Individual Box Size 128oz.
- Toll 12 ½”Wide 12 7/8”
- Large 12 3/8”weight per box 36Lbs
**CITRUS**
32oz. LIME / 16 oz. LIME

---

**LUCY’S 60% LIME JUICE**
UPC 8-9098500042-9

**LUCY’S 54% LIME BLEND**
UPC 8-9098500068-9

---

**Lucy’s 100% Lime Juice**
UPC 8-9098500092-4

Box with 12 bottles (12/1) of 32 oz. / unit (flip top cap)

Each pallet contains 70 Boxes with 5 rows of 14 boxes

Tall 57 ½” Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 2,000Lbs

- Large 46 ¾”
- Wide 41”
- Individual Box Size 32oz.
- Toll 10 ½” Wide 10 ¾”
- Large 13 3/8” Weight per box 28Lb

---

**LUCY’S 100% LIME JUICE**
UPC 8-9098500008-5

Box with 12 bottles (12/1) of 16 oz. / unit (flip top cap)

Each pallet contains 138 Boxes with 6 rows of 23 boxes

Tall 55” Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 1,903Lbs.

- Large 49”
- Wide 42”
- Individual Box Size 16oz.
- Toll 10 5/8” Wide 7 ¾”
- Large 8 1/4” Weight per box 13.5Lb
**LUCY'S 100% LEMON JUICE**

UPC 8-98098500069-6

- Box with 24 bottles (24/1) of 7 oz. / unit
- Each pallet contains 108 Boxes with 6 rows of 18 boxes
- Tall 61 ½” Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 1,390Lbs.
  - Large 48”
  - Wide 40”
  - Individual Box Size 7oz.
  - Tall 11” Wide 8 1/8”
  - Large 8 1/4”Weight per box 12.5Lb

**LUCY'S 100% LIME JUICE**

UPC 8-9098500070-2

- Box with 24 bottles (24/1) of 7 oz. / unit
- Each pallet contains 108 Boxes with 6 rows of 18 boxes
- Tall 61 ½” Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 1,390Lbs.
  - Large 48”
  - Wide 40”
  - Individual Box Size 7oz.
  - Tall 11” Wide 8 1/8”
  - Large 8 1/4”Weight per box 12.5Lb

**32OZ ROYAL LEMON BLEND**

UPC 8-9098500032-0

- Box with 12 bottles (12/1) of 32 oz. / unit
- Each pallet contains 70 Boxes with 5 rows of 14 boxes
- Tall 57 ½” Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 2,000Lbs.
  - Large 46 ¾”
  - Wide 41”
  - Individual Box Size 32oz.
  - Tall 10 ½” Wide 10 ¼”
  - Large 13 3/8”Weight per box 28Lb

**32OZ ROYAL LIME JUICE**

UPC 8-9098500076-4

- Box with 12 bottles (12/1) of 32 oz. / unit
- Each pallet contains 70 Boxes with 5 rows of 14 boxes
- Tall 57 ½” Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 2,000Lbs.
  - Large 46 ¾”
  - Wide 41”
  - Individual Box Size 32oz.
  - Tall 10 ½” Wide 10 ¼”
  - Large 13 3/8”Weight per box 28Lb
128oz. LUCY'S WHITE VINEGAR
UPC 8-9098500048-1

Box with 4 Gallons (4/1) 128oz / unit
Each pallet contains 48 Boxes with 4 rows of 12 boxes
Toll 54 ¼” Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 1,768Lbs
- Large 50 ½”
- Wide 39”
- Individual Box Size 128oz.
- Toll 12 ½” Wide 12 7/8”
- Large 12 3/8” weight per box 36Lbs

32oz. LUCY'S WHITE VINEGAR
(12 BOTTLES PER BOX)
UPC 8-9098500047-4

Box with 12 bottles (12/1) of 32 oz. / unit
Each pallet contains 70 Boxes with 5 rows of 14 boxes
Tall 57 ½” Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 2,000Lbs
- Large 46 ¾”
- Wide 41”
- Individual Box Size 32oz.
- Toll 10 ½” Wide 10 ¼”
- Large 13 3/8” Weight per box 27.2Lb
**16oz. LUCY'S WHITE VINEGAR**
UPC 8-9098500095-5

Box with 12 bottles (12/1) of 16 oz. / unit

Each pallet contains 138 Boxes with 6 rows of 23 boxes

Tall 55" Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 1,861.6Lbs.

- Large 49"
- Wide 42"
- Individual Box Size 16oz.
- Toll 10 5/8" Wide 7 ¾"
- Large 8 1/4" Weight per box 13.2Lb

---

Did you know that it’s easy to see why vinegar has been around for thousands of years? It has 1001 uses! From cooking and cleaning with vinegar, to gardening and home remedies, white distilled vinegar is one of the most versatile and economical products you can have on hand. White distilled vinegar is a popular household cleanser, effective for killing most mold, bacteria, and germs, due to its level of acidity.

Cleaning with white distilled vinegar is a smart way to avoid using harsh chemicals. You’ll also be glad to know that it is environmentally friendly and economical. So go ahead, take a poke around and discover a new way to put that bottle of vinegar to work!
**LUCY'S SYRUP · TAMRINDO (GALLON)**

UPC 8-9098500055-9

Pallet Dimension 128 oz.

LUCY'S SYRUP REGULAR TAP

Box with 4 Gallons (4/1) 128oz / unit

Each pallet contains 48 Boxes with 4 rows of 12 boxes

Toll 54 ¼”Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 2,056Lbs

- Large 50 ½”
- Wide 39”
- Individual Box Size 128oz.
- Toll 12 ½”Wide 12 7/8”
- Large 12 3/8”weight per box 42Lbs

---

**LUCY'S SYRUP · PINEAPPLE (GALLON)**

UPC 8-9098500054-2

**LUCY'S SYRUP · MANGO (GALLON)**

UPC 8-9098500065-8
LUCY'S SYRUP • WATERMELON (GALLON)

UPC 8-9098500044-3

Pallet Dimension 128 oz.
LUCY'S SYRUP REGULAR TAP

Box with 4 Gallons (4/1) 128oz / unit

Each pallet contains 48 Boxes with 4 rows of 12 boxes

Toll 54 ¼"Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 2,056Lbs

- Large 50 ½”
- Wide 39”
- Individual Box Size 128oz.
- Toll 12 ½”Wide 12 7/8”
- Large 12 3/8”weight per box 42Lbs

LUCY'S SYRUP • LIME (GALLON)

UPC 8-9098500056-6

LUCY'S SYRUP • CHERRY (GALLON)

UPC 8-9098500052-8
Pallet Dimension 128 oz.
LUCY’S SYRUP REGULAR TAP

Box with 4 Gallons (4/1) 128oz / unit

Each pallet contains 48 Boxes with 4 rows of 12 boxes

Toll 54 ¾" Weight per pallet including wood pallet: 2,056Lbs

- Large 50 ½”
- Wide 39”
- Individual Box Size 128oz.
- Toll 12 ½” Wide 12 7/8”
- Large 12 3/8” weight per box 42Lbs
**LUCY'S SWEET & SOUR LEMON MIX**

(60% JUICE ) UPC 8-9098500011-5
(70% JUICE ) UPC 8-9098500003-0

Pallet Dimension 128 oz.
LUCY’S SYRUP REGULAR TAP

Box with 12 bottles (12/1) 32oz / unit

Each pallet contains 70 Boxes with 5 rows of 14 boxes
Height including wood pallet: 67 inches
Length: 48 inches
Width: 40 inches
Weight: 2,065 lbs. (including pallet)

**INDIVIDUAL BOX SIZE**

length: 13 inches
Width: 10 inches
Height: 12 1/2 inches
Weight: 29 Lbs.

**LUCY'S SWEET & SOUR LEMON MIX (BAG IN A BOX)**

UPC 890985000047

1 box; 1 bag; 3 gallons

Pallet: 72 boxes (total) 6 rows x12boxes

Length: 47 inches
Width: 43 1/2 inches
Height including pallet: 36 inches
Weight: 2,051 lbs. (including pallet)

**INDIVIDUAL BOX SIZE**

length: 15 1/2 inches
Width: 11 inches
Height: 5 1/4 inches
Weight: 28 Lbs.
LUCY'S FAMILY

15403 Proctor Ave, City Of Industry, CA. 91745
Tel: 626 968-9172
Fax: 626 968-9174